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	From its inception in the 1930s, the rich and vigorous field of computer science
	has been concerned with the resources, both in time and in memory, needed to
	carry out a computation. A number of fundamental theorems were discovered
	that resorted to a worst-case analysis. The central question was whether a given
	algorithm could be guaranteed to terminate a computation in finite time whatever
	the inputs, and, if so, in which class of complexity it lay, given the control
	parameters: polynomial, exponential, and so on. Therefore, in 1991, a paper by
	Cheeseman, Kaneefsky, and Taylor came as a bolt from the blue. Indeed, while
	its title, “Where the really hard problems are”, was not altogether disturbing, its
	content was. Broadly speaking, the authors argued that even if it was important
	to analyze worst cases, it was just as essential to look for the typical complexity
	of computations, the complexity encountered when solving typical problems.
	And there lies a gem: the transition from the region of problems that are hard, in
	terms of algorithmic complexity, to the region of problems that are easy can be
	quite sharp. Moreover, these regions and transitions are not related to the worst
	cases.


	We remember that this 1991 paper, presented at the International Joint Conference
	on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI), started a commotion, though how profound
	this would be was not at first apparent.We were among those who felt that
	this paper and others that promptly followed, from physicists in particular, were
	significant beyond the obvious. However, this event did not alter the course of
	machine learning, our field, for many years. In machine learning too the theoretical
	analysis that was at that time taking shape dealt with a type of worst-case
	study; this new statistical theory of learning was sweeping the field and gaining
	momentum as new learning algorithms, inspired in part by its lessons, were
	devised.
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Yet Another Introduction to Dark Matter: The Particle Physics Approach (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2019

	
		Dark matter is a frequently discussed topic in contemporary particle physics. Written strictly in the language of particle physics and quantum field theory, these course-based lecture notes focus on a set of standard calculations that students need in order to understand weakly interacting dark matter candidates.
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Mechanical Engineering PrinciplesRoutledge, 2012

	Mechanical Engineering Principles offers a student-friendly introduction to core engineering topics


	This book introduces mechanical principles and technology through examples and applications rather than theory. John Bird and Carl Ross do not assume any previous background in engineering studies, and as such this book can...
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Translational Neuroscience: A Guide to a Successful ProgramJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Translational research looks to take the latest innovations made in the laboratory setting to translate findings into effective and sustainable medical interventions and improved preventative measures. Funding support is increasingly tied to practical healthcare outcomes, with this trend likely only to increase in coming years,...
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Photoshop Elements 5: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2006
Anyone still think that Adobe Photoshop Elements is a toy version of the real thing? As the most popular photo-editing program on the market, Photoshop Elements not only has Photoshop's marvelous powers, but also has capabilities the mothership lacks. Each new version includes more tools designed specifically for today's consumer...
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iPhone App Design for Entrepreneurs: Find Success on the App Store without CodingApress, 2019

	
		Make an app from start to finish on your own or with a dedicated team. This book is your all-in-one, go-to resource for designing, building, and marketing, a trending app that others flock to buy. Use detailed analysis to decide what designs you should choose and whether you should learn to code or hire someone else to do the trench...
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Insect Outbreaks RevisitedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The abundance of insects can change dramatically from generation to generation; these generational changes may occur within a growing season or over a period of years. Such extraordinary density changes or "outbreaks" may be abrupt and ostensibly random, or population peaks may occur in a more or less cyclic fashion. They can be...
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